Al Jaber Industries and Trading

Al Jaber Industries and Trading Division is one of the pillars in Al Jaber
Group. It was initially established to
support the Group’s construction
companies, following the diversification doctrine Al Jaber Group has
adopted since its establishment in
the early 1970s.
Al Jaber Industries and Trading Division grew with time in multidirectional aspects and became a Group
of Industrial and Trading companies,
serving not only Al Jaber Group, but
also a wide range of clients locally
and globally. The Division is following
a Customers 1st strategy which focuses on building relationships with our
customers while penetrating the
markets in GCC and for exports.
Backed by a by a strong logistics
division, Al Jaber Industries and
Trading Division houses more than
23 facilities specialized in the manufacturing and trading of aluminum
products, steel products, precast
concrete, ready mix concrete, prefab
buildings, trailers, carpentry, glass,
traffic signs, GRP pipes, lighting, spare
parts, lubricants, bitumen, filters,
Salt, etc. Al Jaber Industries & Trading have some of the best manufacturing facilities and capabilities in the
Middle East.
Al Jaber Industries and Trading
Division contributes substantially to
the overall revenues of Al Jaber
Group, and hires thousands of professional and highly trained staff who
utilize the latest technologies in safe
and professional environments.
Henrik H Christiansen
Executive Director
Al Jaber Industries & Trading
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MIDDLE EAST Equipment & TRADING

Al Jaber Precision Engineering & Contracting

Al Jaber Precision Engineering & Contracting LLC
(AJPEC ) specializes in the execution of steel
storage tanks (for Thermal Energy Storage, Fuel,
Oil, Bitumen, and Water) on turn-key basis including: design, supply, fabrication, surface finishing,
erection, testing, and commissioning and as per
international standards (API, AWWA, ASME,
etc...), in addition to the associated process and
utility piping and piping accessories (fittings,
flanges, gaskets, valves, etc) including civil works.
AJPEC also specializes in the Supply, fabrication,
and erection of structural & architectural steel
projects, including special steel works (built up
girders and columns, plate manufacturing and
welding, trusses, crane girders, ship loaders, etc …).
AJPEC has an impressive portfolio of successfully
executed projects across various commercial,
residential, industrial, and Oil & Gas disciplines.
This is made possible with the help of an in-house
design and development department, a state of
the art CNC-based manufacturing facility, and
highly qualified field erection and installation
personnel.
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Al Jaber Precision Engineering & Contracting

Al Jaber Precision Engineering & Contracting is
qualified to undertake full turn-key projects,
including civil works packages and procurement
items. AJPEC is also ASME certified (U & R
stamps) for the design, supply, fabrication,
surface finishing, installation, and commissioning
of pressure vessels and process equipment.
AJPEC has one of the largest machine shops in
the region, which caters to the most demanding
mechanical jobs, and also allows us to provide
our customers with a comprehensive service, all
under one roof, for projects involving a mix of
fabrication and machining.
AJPE is the only company in the UAE with a
Turning capacity of 22 meters in length x 3.5
meters in Diameter.

AJPEC has an impressive portfolio of
successfully executed projects across
various commercial, residential,
industrial, and Oil & Gas disciplines
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Al Jaber Prefab Factory

Al Jaber Prefab Factory (AJPF) specializes in the
production of pre fabricated buildings, caravans,
labour camps and offices.
The Factory plays a pivotal role in supporting Al
Jaber Group construction companies in addition
to external clients in the UAE and the region.
Al Jaber Prefab Factory produces Multi-storey
units, Villas, Family Camps, Mess Halls, Mosques,
Clinics, Laundries, Water Tankers, Mobile Toilets,
kitchens, Turnkey Workshops, Recreation facilities
in addition to all types of furniture required for its
projects.
Al Jaber Prefab Factory (AJPF) started its operations since the early days of Al Jaber Group; the
factory is specialized in manufacturing portable
cabins and accommodation units in addition to a
wide range of other products that support the
construction and industrial sectors in the UAE and
the region.
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Al Jaber Prefab Factory

Following its big success in the prefabricated

Throughout its years in operation, AJPF has

cabins and housing units, AJPF ceased the oppor-

gained a good reputation and is well known for

tunities to widen its line of production, and

its professionalism and quality production.

introduced a variety of creative solutions. Some of
our products are carpentry, steel structure,
furniture, caravans for offices and accommodation, sandblasting and painting, etc.

Turnkey solutions includes design,
approval and service installation,
together with furnishing and landscaping
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AL Jaber Signs

The Al Jaber Signs L.L.C. an ISO 9001:2008, ISO
14001:2004,

OHSAS

18001:2007

certified

company, was established in 1989. Al Jaber Signs
is fully equipped with the latest technology of
Sign Making and being a 3M Converter, uses a
broad range of 3M products for raw material
used in manufacturing of road traffic and safety
signs.
Al Jaber Signs has been recognized as manufacturers of signs strictly conforming to international
standards. Electronic Signs, Safety Signs, Temporary Signs, Commercial Signs, Variable Message
Signs, Traffic Control System and Solar Flashing
Systems all represent a major variety within the
company's product range.
The steel fabrication wing of Al Jaber Signs is
capable of undertaking all types of signs support
structures fabrication and structural steel fabrication, induction pipe bending and manufacturing
of guard rails (road barriers) and accessories for
structural steel fabrication. Al Jaber Signs is also
supported by a galvanizing plant that can hot dip
galvanize approximately 48,000 tons annually.
With an annual production capacity to produce
more than 100,000 Sqm of signs and steel works
of over 10,000 tons, with its in-house facilities, Al
Jaber Signs also has access to other adjacent
divisions of Al Jaber Group enabling them to
increase their capabilities in terms of manpower,
machinery, tooling and expertise. Al Jaber Signs is
also to be equipped with a Light pole manufacturing unit and new galvanizing plant.
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AL Jaber Signs

Al Jaber Signs caters to the National and International markets within the U.A.E, G.C.C countries
and most of MENA regions such as Oman, Qatar,
Yemen, Bahrain, Libya, Syria, Lebanon and
Georgia.

Manufacturers of signs strictly conforming to international standards.
Annual production more than
100,000 Sqm of signs and steel
works of over 10,000 tons.
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Al Jaber Aluminium Extrusions

Al Jaber Aluminium Extrusions is one of the most
advanced facilities within Middle East & North
America region; the Plant was established in
1995 with a premier full service featuring
in-house finishing capabilities including extrusion,
anodizing, polishing, brushing, powder coating,
three wood sublimation, thermal barrier and
thermal strut.
All Aluminium profiles extruded by Al Jaber
Aluminium Extrusion are in compliance with
International Standards (ASTM, BS EN, DIN).
Al Jaber Aluminium Extrusion produces more
than 6000 profiles covering windows, doors,
curtain walls, thermal breaks, lighting, access
devices, signage, furniture, decor, kitchens,
scaffolding, tents, rolling shutters, balustrades,
bus bars etc.
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Al Jaber Aluminium Extrusions

The Plant is composed of five extrusion presses;
three fully automatic anodizing lines and four
fully automatic powder-coating lines with capacity to coat up to 12 meter length. There are also
six polishing machines, two brushing machines,
three thermal break lines (AZON & Polyamide
strips) and three wood sublimation lines. The
plant produces on an average 24,000 Tons per
annum.
We have an integrated Management system
certified by international bodies (ISO 9001:2008,
ISO 14001:2004, OHSAS 18001:2007, QUALICOAT, QUALANOD & SASO).
Al Jaber Aluminium Extrusion covers wide
geographical export areas across the globe.

Al Jaber Aluminium Extrusion
produces more than 6000 profiles
The plant produces on an average
24,000 Tons per annum.
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Al Jaber Aluminium Fabrication and Glass Plant

Al Jaber Extrusion has a fabrication wing named
as Al Jaber Aluminium Fabrication that fabricates
and installs various types of Aluminium and Glass
products

such as Doors, Windows, Curtain

walling, Skylights, Handrails, Balustrades etc. for
the

Construction

Industry.

The

company’s

Aluminum Fabrication plant was established in
1991 and comprises production facilities of more
than 25000 sqm. and features state-of-the art
machinery and advanced fabrication tools which
can fabricate more than 1,000 metric tons of
Aluminium profiles per annum.(about 100,000
sqmt. of Aluminium doors, windows, curtain
walls etc.,)

State-of-the art machinery and
advanced fabrication tools can
fabricate more than 1,000 metric
tons of Aluminum profiles per
annum.
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Al Jaber Glass Plant

Al Jaber Glass Plant was established in 2007 to
support Al Jaber Aluminium Industries. Their
services include architectural glass processing,
glass tempering, heat strengthening of glass,
insulated glass units, and laminated glass.
Highly

skilled

manpower

operates

hi-tech

machines with massive processing capacities.
Al Fujeirah Tower, Al Raha Garden Phase 3, Dubai
Waterfront Villas, Between the Bridges Hotel,
Qasr-Al-Arab, and Golf Club at Yas Island, Ruwais
Housing Project Package 2 & 5, and Saadiyat
Beach Villas are few names on Al Jaber Glass
Plant clients list.

Architectural glass processing,
glass tempering, heat strengthening of glass, insulated glass units,
and laminated glass.
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Ajecobond- Aluminium Composite Panels
Al Jaber Group commenced operations in its
Aluminium Composite Panels and Sandwich
Panels in 2004 serving a diverse range of clients in
five continents. Al Jaber Aluminium Composite
Panels, an ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004,
OHSAS 18001:2007 certified company, enjoys
facilities on a land area of 85000 sqm and caters
for the cladding market with machinery & test
equipment featuring state-of-the-art technology,
while employing human resources with a solid
know-how in the cladding field.
Manufacturing

facilities

include

one

fully

automated polyethylene compositing line, one
fully automated Fire rated Aluminium Composite
Panel line, a continuous polyurethane sandwich
paneling line, as well as 2 fully automated
double-surface coil-coating lines giving an annual
production capacity of 1.5 million Sqm of
Aluminium Composite Panels and 1 million Sqm
of Sandwich panels
AJECOBOND, the brand name for composite
material and AJECOBOND SP, the brand name for
sandwich panel material through which Al Jaber
Group has entered the market with, feature high
quality material that meets numerous international standards in architectural systems.

A pioneer in the construction
industry by providing the modern
architect with modern solutions.
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Ajecobond- Aluminium Composite Panels

The panels are produced in an environment of
highest quality control standards. Our highly
qualified QA/QC engineers work closely with all
departments to ensure that our clients receive a
first-class product and unmatched services.
While we take pride in demonstrating our
commitment to quality by providing a 15-year
product warranty, our after-sales service mostly
speaks of our dedication in maintaining customer
satisfaction & loyalty.
AJECOBOND is also fabricated at our manufacturing site, with facilities ranging from cutting,
routing, grooving, punching, and cone bending
to more sophisticated technology such as CNC
machining & digital scheming.
Whether it is color or shape, design or concept, Al
Jaber Aluminium Composite Panels remains a
pioneer in the construction industry by providing
the modern architect with modern solutions.
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Al Jaber Protective Coatings

Al Jaber Protective Coatings has been in operation since 1991 catering to the industries that
require fusion bonded epoxy coating on reinforcement steel bars.
With 2 state-of-the-art FBEC production lines
manned by a highly experienced team of professionals, the plant is capable of producing more
than 60,000 tons annually.
The fusion bonded epoxy coating is a process that
requires surface preparation of re-bars followed
by spray coating that transmits the powder
electro-statically to the re-bars before water
quenching is administered. The coating system
conforms to ASTM A 775/A 775 M 07 B. Strict
quality control is ensured throughout the entire
process to avoid uneven coating.
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Al Jaber Protective Coatings

In addition to the fusion bonded epoxy coating
facility, the plant also has a re-bar cut-and bend
facility with an annual production capacity of
130,000 mt where re-bars (both coated &
uncoated) from 8mm to 40mm can be cut and
bent according to BS 8666 using conventional
bare bar bending equipment facilitated with
nylon mandrels.
The Al Jaber Fusion Bonded Epoxy Coating Plant
caters to the U.A.E. market and has also
expanded its operations in other countries such
as Oman, Qatar, and Libya.

Two state-of-the-art production
lines capable of producing more
than 60,000 tons annually.
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Al Jaber Iron & Steel Foundry

Al Jaber Iron & Steel Foundry has two distinct
moulding sections, boxless moulding section and
Disa automatic moulding section, for producing a
large variety of castings in Cast Iron, Spheroidal
Graphite Iron, C. Steel, Low and High alloy steels,
Manganese steel, Chromium Iron, Stainless Steels
and others.
THREE

ELECTRIC

MEDIUM

FREQUENCY

FURNACE INDUCTION MELTING FURNACE WITH
CAPACITIES OF 1000KGS,2000KGS,3000KGS
GIVING A TOTAL MELT RATE OF OVER FIVE TONS
PER HOUR AND A 10 TON HOLDING FURNACE.

Production of a large variety of castings in Cast Iron, Spheroidal Graphite Iron, C. Steel, Low and High
alloy steels, Manganese steel, Chromium Iron, Stainless Steels ...
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Al Jaber Iron & Steel Foundry

Al Jaber Iron & Steel Foundry produces a large
variety of ferrous castings with International
Standards. its wide product range includes
crusher parts hammers, impact plates, wear
liners, Jaws both in Cr Iron alloys and 13% Mn
Steel, asphalt plant parts like mixer arms and tips,
earth moving digger teeth, adaptors, protection
parts for buckets, ripper shanks, sprockets in low
alloy steels, mobile crane parts including track
pads (links), sprockets, rollers, counter weights up
to 10 tons, in addition to general engineering
parts like fifth wheel sets, wheels, bearinghousing, Idlers, pullies, brake hubs and drums,
bends in 13% Mn steel for concrete pumps, and
heat resisting items like Grate bars (for sinter
plants), bar mills, heat treatment trays in Cr-Ni
and Ni-Cr alloys.
Al Jaber Iron & Steel Foundry exports carbon steel
engineering and heat resisting castings and wear
parts to UK, Germany and GCC countries.
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Al Jaber Steel products

Al Jaber Steel Products LLC, a division of Al Jaber
Group, was established in 1991 to deliver high
quality steel products related to transportation
and construction industries for domestic and
international customers. We are specialized in
the manufacturing of world class semi trailers and
truck bodies, and in the fabrication of heavy steel
structures.
As an ISO 900:2008 certified company, our
products and services are conforming to international standards of design, safety and management.

We always strive to maintain a good

relationship with our customers and welcome
their valuable suggestions for further improvement of products and services.

High quality steel products related
to transportation and construction
industries for domestic and international customers.
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Al Jaber Steel products

Our plant and facilities spread a total area of
131,000 sqm located in musaffah industrial area
and in the new plant in ICAD II. Production shops
are equipped with modern manufacturing equipments including CNC and NC machines.
The quality of the products and reliability of our
customers on us is achieved through well trained
and skilled work force under the supervision of
experienced foremen and engineers.

We are

capable of designing and fabricating diversified
custom based products and structures.
Our main customers are from construction/
transportation companies, Government depts.,
Armed Forces, oil companies, franchise dealers
etc.. Besides UAE and GCC countries, we have
markets in Libya, Algeria, Yemen, Sudan, India
and African countries.
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Xtramix Concrete Solutions

Xtramix Concrete Solutions, a market leader in
the ready-mix concrete industry, was established
in 2006 to serve the construction needs of U.A.E.
Equipped with fully automated state-of-the-art
plants and equipments Xtramix is strategically
located across Abu Dhabi Emirates. Providing
complete solutions of concrete needs, Xtramix is
proud to be the part of the nation building
process by being involved into prestigious
projects in the sectors like petrochemicals,
railway, airport and tourism.
Xtramix Concrete Solutions has been working
with major and international contractors, consultants, government authorities and developers
providing top of the range products by adhering
to local and international standards on quality,
consistency and durability.
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Xtramix Concrete Solutions

Xtramix is committed to the environmental
sustainability by reducing carbon footprints from
products and processes by means of continuous
improvements through research and develop-

Equipped with fully automated
state-of-the-art plants and equipment. Providing complete solutions
of concrete needs.

ment works.
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Xtramix International Precast

Xtramix International Precast is the leading manufacturer of precast concrete producers in the
UAE. Established in 2009 in ICAD-III, Mussafah.
Xtramix International Precast is equipped with
fully automated state-of-the-art equipments and
technologies to produce high quality and innovative precast elements, hollow-core slabs and GRC
products.
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Xtramix International Precast

Xtramix International Precast has successfully
provided complete precast solutions including
design, production and erection to major projects
such as 2058 villas to Al Falah Community Development, various projects in oil & gas and other
infrastructure projects.

Leading manufacturer of precast
concrete producers in the UAE.
Fully automated state-of-the-art
equipments and technologies to
produce high quality and innovative precast elements, hollow-core
slabs and GRC products.
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Al Jaber Carpentry & Décor

The carpentry Division of Al Jaber Group was
established in 2006 with the vision of catering to
the Al Jaber Group's projects, however, the high
quality standards and execution of sophisticated
projects by the factory enabled it to serve other
market operators too.
The advancement of technology in the facility
gave birth to the opportunity of taking over
various projects of the Abu Dhabi municipality,
Works Department and other Governmental
Organizations.
The plant is first of its kind in the region, which
has a dust free environment with minimal health
hazards.
With the latest technology of carpentry in place
and highly skilled and creative manpower, the
factory is one of the top players in the carpentry
and decoration fields.
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Al Jaber Carpentry & Décor

The plant is first of its kind in the
region, with a dust free environment with minimal health hazards.
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Al Jaber Lighting

From the glittering to the glaring, from exclusive
chandeliers to civil Defense approved emergency
Lighting, AL Jaber Lighting Offers complete
solution for indoor as well as outdoor luminaires,
with an intense impact on some iconic structures
and has proudly catered to clients of various
background and interest coming from across the
globe. The long list of projects includes both the
private and government projects.
Whether the client’s needs are architectural or
industrial, for large-scale solutions or bespoke
services, Al Jaber Lighting is committed to the
highest standards of quality and service. Al Jaber
Lighting offers world class chandeliers brands
from Morocco and Italy and architectural LED
lighting and industrial lighting such as Robus
from Ireland and GVA Lighting from Canada.
Al Jaber Lighting also owns in-house brand,
Prestige Lighting totally manufactured in UAE.
The product range covers a complete line of
lighting fixtures including civil defense approved
emergency lighting.
Al Jaber Lighting strives to provide the right
lighting solutions with fixtures from top quality
suppliers from around the globe and to ensure
that its services meet or exceed customer requirements and expectations based on agreed
solutions. Al Jaber Lighting can be entrusted with
complete lighting and dimming control solutions.
Considering the rapidly changing trends AJL does
provide

customized

solutions

for

high-end

projects.
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Al Jaber Lighting

Al Jaber Lighting is also channel partner for Thorn
Lighting, carrying their entire product range, and
has tie-ups with companies like Mode Lighting,
Venture Lighting, Ludwig, Light-Licht, Buck, Ruud
Lighting, Tridonic, Leipziger Leuchten, Kemps
Cold Cathode, and Fael Luce to name but a few.
Within a span of 6 years AJL has an endless list of
clients from government and private sectors
which is a suffice proof of the commitment to the
highest standards of quality and service. AJL has
support team of professionally and technically
qualified staff members who contribute to innovative and sustainable solution with value engineering to provide best solution for clients.
LED is Finnish company specialized in manufacturing energy efficient LED-lighting for various
market sectors. Al Jaber Lighting is the exclusive
distributor of Easy LED in the UAE and GCC.
The key features of LED Solid State Lighting
technology is its small size, energy efficiency /
efficacy, long life, reduced maintenance cost,
reduced CO2 emission, environmentally friendly /
no toxicity, no infrared or UV light, various applications, various colors / CCT, high CRI, dimming
possibility, shock resistance, instance starting / PIR
switching.
Easy LED systems allow for LED lights to be implemented in all weather conditions, especially those
prevalent in the Gulf region; they are also backed
up with professional service team. All Easy LED
products have acquired 3rd party test certificate
approvals.
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Al Jaber Marble & Granite

Al Jaber Granite & Marble was established in
2007; its superior quality marble granite stones,
slate

stones,

and

natural

sandstone

have

positioned the company among the list of top
marble and granite stones exporters in the
region.
Al Jaber Granite & Marble are suppliers and
importers,

manufacturers

and

installers

of

marble, granite, reconstituted stone, limestone
and sandstone.
Al Jaber Granite & Marble also offers measuring,
drawing, cutting, polishing, delivery, and installation services.
Our products include: marble, granite, natural
stone, slates stone, sand stone, mosaic, cobble
stone, terracotta, quartzite, lime stone, water
features, pebbles, artifact garden ornaments,
decorative screens and much more.
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Al Jaber Marble & Granite

In addition to specializing in marble, granite and
stones, Al Jaber Granite and Marble manufactures kitchen bench tops, shop fronts and
staircases. Other applications of the range
include: wall cladding, paving, corporate fit-outs,

Supplier, importers, manufacturers
and installers of marble, granite,
reconstituted stone, limestone and
sandstone.

vanity tops, dining and coffee tables and customized furniture.
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Al Jaber Bitumen

Al Jaber Bitumen was established in 1982 under
its original name Abu Dhabi Asphalt & Lubricants
Co. (ADALCO), for the purpose of importing and
trading in bulk bitumen, which is primarily used
for road construction.
Al Jaber Bitumen operates out of the Mussafah
industrial area in Abu Dhabi and has a 10,000
square meter plot right on the Mussafah waterfront. This ideal location has enabled Al Jaber
Bitumen to import bulk bitumen directly through
the use of our customized bitumen vessels.
Al Jaber bitumen capitalized on its strategic
location by constructing the largest bitumen
storage facility in Abu Dhabi. Since the start of
the operations, over a million and a half metric
tons of bulk bitumen has come through Al Jaber
Bitumen, while maintaining an outstanding
record for safety and dependability under all
conditions encountered in the Gulf. Al Jaber
Bitumen trades in penetration grades 60/70 and
40/50 bitumen, which are the two main penetration grades used for asphalt mix design in the
UAE.
Al Jaber Bitumen also produces several bitumen
by-products, which are widely used in the market
on a daily basis. These products include: various
cutbacks and emulsions used for different applications but mainly for road pavements. Other
by-products are sealants and waterproofing
materials, which are widely used in building
construction.
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Al Jaber Bitumen

Recent projects where Al Jaber Bitumen was
providing the bitumen include Abu Dhabi International Airport New 2K Runway - Main Runway
Works, reconstruction of Mafraq Interchange,
Jebel Ali Airport Project, and Yas Island Development Project.
Extensive upgrades and modification of the
facilities at Al Jaber Bitumen are ongoing to
provide its customers with a wider range of
products and services that meet the specifications
of the American Association of State Highways
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and the
American Society for Testing and Material
(ASTM).

Importing and trading of bulk bitumen. Largest bitumen storage facility in Abu Dhabi. It also produces
several bitumen by-products.
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Al Jaber Bitumen Ooms (JV)

Al Jaber Bitumen – Ooms is a Joint venture
between Al Jaber Bitumen and Ooms PMB of the
Netherlands. It was launched for the purpose of
manufacturing modified bitumen binders for the
UAE and GCC markets.
Its core business is the modification of penetration grade bitumen into the superior performing
polymer modified bitumen (PMB) for utilization in
pavements and emulsions.
Through using our custom brand Sealoflex,
bitumen can be cost effectively incorporated into
asphalt pavement layers at traffic lights and major
junctions where rutting or corrugation can be
prevented, in open and extremely open, thin,
surfacing, where raveling can be prevented and in
structures in which the layer thickness of the
asphalt mixtures must be reduced. Alos when
resurfacing

or

pavements

and

inlaying
in

cracked

impermeable

asphalt
pavement

structures to prevent damage caused by spillage
of chemicals and fuels.

Joint venture between Al Jaber Bitumen and Ooms PMB of the Netherlands.
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Al Jaber Bitumen Ooms (JV)

Al Jaber Bitumen – Ooms products operate best
in light weight asphalt mixture recipes, at
structures where high traffic volumes and wheel
loads occur, in airports, seaports and other heavy
loaded pavements to prevent deformation and
cracking, in grouted macadams to prevent shrinkage cracks and damage caused by oil leakages
and on bridge decks to prevent rutting and
cracking. In addition to using them as part of
jointless/silent transitions and in asphalt mixtures
where a highly reduced temperature during
production and paving operations is preferred
Our other products include colored asphalt and
Asphalt Reinforcement known as Glasgrid and
Gridseal.
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Al Jaber Glass Roving & GRP Factory

Al Jaber Glass Roving & GRP Factory is one of the
leading

manufacturers

of

filament

wound

reinforced thermosetting resin pipes and fittings
in the Gulf.
Al Jaber Glass Roving & GRP Factory focuses on
engineered pipes and piping system products for
water distribution, water transmission lines,
drainage, sewer systems, irrigation, oil and gas,
petrochemical plants, desalination and power
generating plants.
The factory has a total area of 100,000 sqm of
which the production area is 22,000 sqm with3
production lines for Continuous winding process
and 6 production lines for Dual helical winding
process, our production capacity reaches up to
35,000 tons of pipes and fittings per annum with
a production range of 50mm diameter up to
3000mm diameter.
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Al Jaber Glass Roving & GRP Factory

Complementing the pipe section is an expansive
fittings & special items section which is fully
capable of manufacturing all hand layup and
molded items. This included all jointing fittings
(Elbows, Tees, Reducers, Flanges etc) in addition
to GRP lining for manholes and water tanks. A
full site services team is also available for any in
situ, supervision & inspection works.
The factory thrives for excellence and is committed to delivering a unique, value added, customer
centric experience. We are certified to ISO
9001:2008 Quality Management System, ISO
14001 Environmental Management & OHSAS
18001 Occupational health and Safety.

Leading manufacturers of filament
wound reinforced thermosetting
resin pipes and fittings in the Gulf.
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Al Jaber Salt Factory

Al Jaber Salt Factory utilizes primary technology
from Australia & Spain, produces high quality
refined industrial, cooking and table salt. The raw
material is solar high purity salt grade. It is the
only factory in the UAE with 100,000 MT /pa salt
works “solar evaporation” & refined salt production facility.
The facility is built on 100 hectares of land,
consists of 11 evaporation ponds, five crystallizers, wash pond, stacker and stockpile area and
modern salt refinery plant.
Salt produced for chlor-alkali plants, oilfield
Drilling and steam injection, Water softening,
chlorination process for sewage water treatment
, canning food, fishing industries, ice making,
table salts and health products.
Aljaber Salt plant constructed by the advanced
SERRA Salt refining process “Serra Salt Machinery”. This high efficiency process consists of
several processing stages, such as Washing and
Centrifugation with Milling, Drying, Iodizing,
anti-caking and Screening Conditioning packaging “ 25Kg,35kg,50kg and 1000kg “ .
Plant produces high salt purity in the 99.599.85%, Brilliant white appearance, Excellent
free flowing properties, stable iodization and
produced in fine, medium and course forms.
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Al Jaber Salt Factory

The Factory utilizes primary technology from Australia & Spain,
produces high quality refined industrial, cooking and table salt.
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GULF Filter Factory

Gulf Filter Factory (GFF) was established by Al
Jaber Group in 1996. GFF has grown and
expanded to become one of the leading manufacturers in the field of filtration in the region.
Due to its high quality, GFF has become an established and popular brand that accommodates all
sorts of applications from Air, Oil, Fuel, Hydraulic,
Radial Seal (Polyurethane) filters of saloon cars to
those of heavy duty trucks and equipments.
Besides, we also produce “Air-oil separators,
Water Filters and Dust Collectors.
GFF has a highly skilled workforce of engineers
and technicians with a wealth of experience,
working within a professionally organized and
modern factory to produce the highest quality
filters according to the International Standards at
the most reasonable and competitive price.
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GULF Filter Factory

Our selection of highest quality raw materials
including rustproof electro-galvanized steel and
European produced filtration components is
complemented with a sophisticated Quality
Control Laboratory that reflects our commitment
to excellence and quality.
GFF is the ISO 9001:2000 certified factory is
proud to have its quality products exported to
several countries in the GCC (Gulf) Middle East,
Africa and several European countries.

Leading manufacturers in the field
of filtration in the region. Air, Oil,
Fuel, Hydraulic, Radial Seal
(Polyurethane) filters of saloon cars
to those of heavy duty trucks and
equipments.
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Al Jaber Trading

AL Jaber Trading demonstrates the diversity and
expertise of Al Jaber Group’s trading enterprises.
It comprises distributorship agreements with
major players such as Shell Oil Lubricants, as well
as spare parts for brands such as Caterpillar and
Italtractor,
Amongst the big names in proud association with
Al Jaber Trading is Kenworth; Al Jaber Trading is
the agent for Paccar International Inc, marketing
Kenworth trucks and supplying a comprehensive
range of highway trucks and off-road trucks that
are individually designed to meet customers’
specific requirements. It also offers a full range of
back-up services and holds over 90% of all spare
parts in stock.
Equipment sales are another important part of
the business as the company owns a fleet of
construction plant and equipment of more than
5,000 units. These range from large dozers
through scrapers, graders and rollers to side
boom pipe layers, road construction plant,
generators, compressors and others.
Al Jaber Trading LLC holds a wide range of Caterpillar, Komatsu, JCB & Volvo Spare parts allowing
it to both offer good services to its customers and
back-up for its own fleet of equipment.

Distributorship agreements with
Shell Oil Lubricants, as well as Caterpillar, Italtractor, Kenworth, Paccar
International Inc.
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Al Jaber Trading

Al Jaber Trading LLC (AJTC) offers a comprehensive range of Undercarriage Parts, Engine Parts,
Transmission Parts, Final drive Parts, Hydraulic
Parts, Ground-Engaging Tools,

Filters, Hoses,

Batteries and Engines for Heavy Equipments.
AJTC is sole agent for ITM-Italtractor (Titan
Europe Plc.), an international leader for Undercarriage parts. AJTC is also the authorized distributor of BULLDOG-USA, ASZ (American Spares
IndustrieZ) Replacement Parts-USA, TIMKENUSA, FAG-USA, RCP-Canada, CGR-Italy, OFMItaly, MTM-Italy, BYG-Spain, METARIS HydraulicsCanada, MIBA Frictec GmbH, GATES Hoses-USA,
and ACDelco /OE-Power for Batteries

Holds a wide range of Caterpillar,
Komatsu, JCB & Volvo Spare parts.
Offers a comprehensive range of
Undercarriage Parts, Engine Parts,
Transmission Parts, ...
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MIDDLE EAST Equipment & TRADING

MIDDLE EAST Equipment & TRADING (MEET) is a
significant representative of Al Jaber’s trading
activities and was established back in 1990. MEET
is the agent representative for GFF filters, Neo
heavy vehicle batteries, Italian Berco undercarriages, CGR spare parts, and Shell oils and
lubricants.
In addition to the UAE market, MEET Management run exports products to other GCC
countries and Africa.
MEET has a prominent workshop by the best
professionals in the field. The workshop specializes in maintenance and repair of heavy earth
machinery (Caterpillar & Komatsu), fuel pumps,
undercarriage repair and welding, engines and
transmissions, and truck press and painting.
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MIDDLE EAST Equipment & TRADING

MEET is the sole distributor for Shell oils and
lubricants and Shell Aviation in the UAE and
selected Middle Eastern countries. The company
is a market leader and one of the biggest players
in the region.
SERVICE WORKSHOP
MEET Workshop is having well equipped Heavy
Equipment covering an area of more than
175,000 square foot and backed by a highly
experienced, committed and qualified team that
provide a cost-effective and personalized service
to Caterpillar, Komatsu Heavy Earthmoving
Machinery and other heavy equipment machinery.
In-house procurement of spares and specialized
sections like Fuel Injection Pump Division, Roller
Idler Rebuilding Division, Track Chain Division etc
complement in not only providing a ONE-STOPSHOP but reduce down-time and cost of repairs.
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MIDDLE EAST Equipment & TRADING

This workshop is one of the largest workshops in
UAE for servicing our in- house machines as well
as external clients. It is very well trusted by major
clients like Al Ain Municipality, Al Watbah, Abu
Ali Gen Transport, Bahar Hafoon, Ghantoot
Transport & Gen Contracting, Ras Al Khaimah
Machineries, Al Rashid Transport & Clearing, Al

Agent representative for GFF filters,
Neo heavy vehicle batteries, Italian
Berco undercarriages, CGR spare
parts, and Shell oils and lubricants
and sole distributor for Shell oils
and lubricants and Shell

Saharaa Gen Transport and Ministry of Defense.
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Contact Numbers
Company

Telephone

Email Address

Al Jaber Trading

+971-2-5559559

ajetrdg@eim.ae

Al Jaber Precision Engg and Contracting

+971-2-5020602

Precision@aje.ae

AL Jaber Protective Coating

+971-2-5553707

ajc.fbec@aje.ae

AJECOBOND Composite Panel

+971-2-5501417

ajc.ajecobond@aje.ae

AL Jaber Signs

+971-2-5553707

ajc.signs@aje.ae

Al Jaber Carpentry & Décor

+971-2-5547075

Aljaber.c&d@aje.ae

AL Jaber Aluminium Extrusions

+971-2-5553707

ajc.extrusions@aje.ae

Middle East Equipment & Trading

+971-2-5559559

meet@eim.ae

Gulf Filter Factory

+971-2-5559559

meet.gff@aje.ae

Al Jaber Steel Products

+971-2-5552879

ajlsteelproducts@aje.ae

Al Jaber Iron & Steel Foundry

+971-2-5541524

ajefndry@eim.ae

Al Jaber Bitumen JV

+971-2-5553562

ajb.sales@aje.ae

Al Jaber Bitumen

+971-2-5553562

ajb.sales@aje.ae

Al Jaber Salt Factory

+971-2-5020358

ajsf.info@aje.ae

Al Jaber Glass Roving & GRP Pipes

+971-2-5501417

aljaber.grp@aje.ae

Al Jaber Granite & Marble

+971-2-5575999

marble.factory@aje.ae

Xtramix Concrete Solution

+971-2-5511118

xtramix@xtramix.ae

Xtramix International Precast

+971-2-5511118

xtramix@xtramix.ae

Al Jaber Prefab Factory

+971-2-5020285

prefab.div@aje.ae

Al Jaber Lighting

+971-2-5557810

ajl@ajl.ae

AL Jaber Aluminium Fabrication

+971-2-5501777

ajc.fabrication@aje.ae

Al Jaber Glass Plant

+971-2-5501417

ajc.fabrication@aje.ae

www.aljaber.com

